
               Bower Lane Residents Questions for the Rugeley Forum 16/06/2009 
 
 
 
Many residents of Bower lane completed questionnaires to form a petition earlier this 
year. We would like to present them to Mr James Bailey of Staffordshire County 
Councils Highways department at the Rugeley forum on the 16th of June 2009. 
 
 
 
    1. Road Network Deterioration in Etching Hill Rugeley (Mr J Bailey, Highways) 
 
Subsidence of the road surface in Bower lane is still occurring along its Northerly section 
below Shugborough Road with even more granite sets becoming displaced creating ever 
greater danger for cyclists and motorists alike. The verge erosion in both Stafford Brook 
road and Shooting Butts road is continuing with the carriageway itself now breaking up. 
These roads are a key part of the counties transport infrastructure for mineral extraction, 
local industry, tourism and commuters, carrying over 4,500 vehicles a day. They 
desperately require significant maintenance and improvement and are still not capable of 
carrying current traffic size and volume. Will you be addressing these problems in what is 
now the third financial year since they were highlighted? 
 
 
2. Mobile Camera Van (Safety Partnership) 
 
Over the last eighteen months the eight volunteers who staff the Bower lane speed watch 
within the residential 30 zone performed 112 hours of checks. Two Thousand Two 
Hundred and Ninety Five motorists have been recorded exceeding 36MPH (not the 
30mph limit), including 435 between 40mph and 63mph. Checks only occur in daylight 
hours and do not represent the true extent and severity of the problem. Would it now be 
possible to add Bower lane to the other Rugeley North routes so that the safety vans can 
help more frequently as they pass by on their way to the A51? 
 
 
3. Speeding Vehicles/Police presence Bower lane (Inspector Ellerton) 
 
Eighteen months ago Inspector Ellerton informed residents that he would slow motorists 
down along the lane. Since the last forum the police presence has once again been 
minimal and during the afternoon or after the morning rush hours. These are not the best 
times of day to attend to have a positive effect on our problems. With reference to the 
recent residents survey along the lane and his officers inability to attend when required 
will he support Bower lane residents requests for a suitable traffic calming scheme for 
our community? 
 
 
  
  
 
 


